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Ex. 1 a 

1. l  2. c  3. k  4. b  5. d  6. f  7. g 8 h 

 

Ex. 1c 

1. drive  2. feet  3. hand  4. serve  5. enrol  6. footsteps  7. setbacks  8. hold 

 

Ex. 2 

A. costume maker  B. marketing person  C. PR person  D. software developer 

 

Ex. 3 

1. C   2. D/B   3. D/B   4. A   5. D   6. A/B   

7. B/A   8. C   9. D   10. A   11. B   12. D 

 

Ex. 5 

 drifted = to do something or happen in a way that is not planned 

 pressing = the action of making clothes smooth with an iron 

 fell apart = to break because of being old or badly made 

 stumbled upon = to find something by accident 

 trial = to test a product, plan or person over a period of time 

 ground to a halt = to move slowly until it finally stops 

 turned down = to not accept an offer or request 

 swung it = to succeed in achieving the result that you want, especially by persuading someone to let you do 

something that they do not usually let people do 

 skip = to avoid doing or having something 
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Ex. 1 

1. c   2. d   3. a   4. e   5. b   6. f 

 

Ex. 2 Suggested answers 

2. embarked on a career/took up a position 

3. gain insight into/undertake a survey of 

4. gaining confidence 

5. overcome a lot of obstacles/overcome many problems 

6. gained insight into/an understanding of 

7. took up the post of/the position of 

8. experience a similar situation/anything like it/another situation like it 

 

Ex. 3 

1. c  2. d   3. g   4. h   5. f   6. e   7. b   8. a 

 

Ex. 4 

a. embarked  b. take up  c. weighed  d. suffered  e. stand  f. voice   g. cause 

h. paid   i. overcome  j. speak  k. gained l. experience 

 

Ex. 5 

1. confidence   2. mind   3. opinions   4. attention   

5. setbacks   6. trouble   7. pressure   8. pros and cons 
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Ex. 1 

Across: 3. enrol  6. footsteps  8. aspirations  10. ended  11. insight  12. get           14. looked 

Down: 1. serve   2. settle  4. accomplish  5. feet   7. hand  9. setbacks    13. hold 

 

Ex. 2 

1.  Careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths   2. Boys 

 

Ex. 3 

1. C   2. B   3. A/B   4. A/B   5. D    

6. A   7. B   8. D   9. A   10. C 

 

Ex. 5 

1. state-of-the-art  2. fired   3. code   4. excessive  5. mentor  6. sparked 

 

 

 

 


